TRANSCRIPT
Sara:
Who am I?
From the beginning…
I am Sara, I was raised in a Christian home
Salome:
I am Salome Rojas Rodríguez
I am 21, I was raised with my dad, my uncles
and my grandmother
Sara:
When I was little I said that, when I grew up, I
was going to have a lot of money and that I was
not going to get married
And I think that I am going well on that path
Salome:
When I was little I wanted to be a lot of things, I
wanted to be a doctor, veterinary, police,
psychologist
Sara:
I am really detached
From everyone, from everything
Nevertheless, one of the things I value the most
or if I start thinking of the most beautiful
moments I´ve ever lived, they have always been
family moments.
Salome:
And I also lost my mom when I was 9 years old

and then, when I am 13 I said:
“Life has taken someone again! So, defend
yourself as you can”
Sara:
I am not of having boyfriends
But I had a relationship and we were going to
get married when we reached the legal age
We went through an abortion
That’s like one of the most difficult things I have
come through in my life…
The abortion
Salome:
When you don’t have a relationship with your
mom
And you say “Well, I arrive home and I had a
problem and I tell my mom”
You become stronger and you say:
“I have to solve as I want”
Blows that you receive, and you say:
“React and solve, react and solve…”

Then I lost my grand ma; the one who raised
me, and I said:
“Well, life is showing me something… it takes
away my mom when I was 9 but that is ok
because I have my grandma”

Sara:
At my home, resources where not enough for
my mom and dad to say:
“We are going to give you a university”

They, off course they would like, but they still
don’t have the way of doing it
So, I had to work in order to study.
But once you start working and receiving money
and dealing with it,
Your study stops being a priority
Until I was determined enough to say:
“No, I will quit my job and until I am not studying
I will not get back to work”

If I form myself in a career and I do what I do
I will always want that, in some way, that may
contribute to other people´s life.
Salome:
That I create my own company, and someone
tells me:
“Hey, I have grown up, I have everything I own, I
am what I am because you gave me the
opportunity one day”
That fills me up with… “Wow, amazing, It was
because of me!”

And that is why I am here today…
I also love that about helping others and stuff
Salome:
Everything that comes to your life, contributes.
And I feel that this program or this new
opportunity will contribute a lot to my life
Even more if I was the one who asked for it
Sara:
I signed up with many expectations

Sara:
Why do I love so much to help?
I feel that is why we were born for
That same joy, that satisfaction cannot be given
by anything else

I said: “This would be the best”

My goal or the thing I am aiming to is to work
and with what I am working on, now that I am
developing it

And they called me after some days…

Being able to pay my studies

That was the best! I was with my mom and dad
at the moment

Because I am studying a technical career, but
the idea is to get to engineering

And they realize immediately how important that
was for me

So, sincerely, I see myself as one of the best
ones in the area

It was really exciting
Sara´s dream today?

Salome:
I always compare myself to the one I was
yesterday, and I think:

My dream has always been helping others,
being able to live to help others.

“I have to be better than this person”, so It would
be like that.

And also, that someone looks at me and says
“I also want that, I mean, If she could I can also
do it”
So, I would love becoming a role model
Sara:
I am aware that everything has its process, but
this is the beginning.
For me this is an opportunity for reaching many
goals,
Because goals at any moment will become the
fulfillment of the dreams.
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